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1. Introduction 

1.1 This report is written by Donald Insall Associates as 

part of a commission by Cheshire West and Chester 

Council.  This report is prepared as a ‘sister’ document to 

the Northwich Shop Front Design Guide.  It is recommended 

that the 2 reports should generally be read in tandem. 

1.2 The report covers the town centre (but excludes 

large scale shopping centres). 

1.3 The guideline is intended for use by those in charge 

of town centre management,  building owners and long term 

tenants.  It highlights some less desirable aspects of 

existing buildings and gives guidance on preferred solutions 

but without being prescriptive.  Although some aspects may 

seem to limit options or add expenditure for individual users, 

the intention is to improve the condition and appearance, 

and therefore, the attractiveness of the town as a shopping 

destination and therefore will benefit all. 

1.4 In due course, the guidelines will be adopted as a 

Supplementary Planning Document and, therefore, will be a 

material consideration in determining planning applications. 

 

 

 

 

2. Common Issues 

2.1 Budgetary constraints 

• Northwich is fortunate in having a good number of 

individual shops, not owned by national chains.  In 

comparison to other nearby towns, such as Chester, 

rents are relatively low, which helps to encourage these 

smaller, more bespoke businesses to do well. 

• The disadvantage in these lower rentals is the lack of 

money that is typically set aside for routine 

maintenance.  The lack of regular maintenance sees 

gradual deterioration to both the appearance and 

physical condition of the building fabric. 

• Whilst these problems are most often seen in 

individually owned buildings, budgetary constraints are 

also cited as being a problem to the building owners of 

the buildings featuring chain stores. 

 

2.2 Poor quality or inappropriate alterations 

• There are numerous instances where original or early 

windows have been replaced with inappropriate modern 

UPVC units in recent years.  This has had an adverse 

effect on the character of the conservation area. 

• Decorative features (e.g. carved timberwork) are key to 

the special interest of the town and their loss has an 

incremental negative effect.   

• Loss or change of building features can have a bad 

impact on a group of buildings when repetition plays an 

important part in their appearance. 

 
The lower floors of this building have been altered almost beyond recognition, 

yet it is one of the most prominent sites in the town.  The original shop front, 

first floor windows and upper floor plastered panels have all been lost.  

Recent additions are of poor quality.  An example of what could be achieved 

if reinstating these features is shown at the end of this document. 

 

 
A group of 4 units, each showing different poor quality or inappropriate 

alterations.  The sense of repetition amongst the group has been lost and the 

group subsequently has little impact.  An example of the effect of simple 

reinstatement and decluttering is shown at the end of this document. 
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2.3 Water damage 

• Damage is caused when water is allowed to remain in 

contact with any material for any prolonged period. 

• Water damage occurs when a roof (or its components) 

or the buildings rainwater goods are incorrectly 

designed or poorly maintained and rainwater is allowed 

to come into regular contact with a surface that would 

otherwise be protected. 

• Water damage also regularly occurs when water cannot 

easily be shed from a horizontal surface – e.g. a 

window cill, cornice etc. 

• Water may also cause problems through vertical 

surfaces that are cracked – cracks can be very small 

and not necessarily correspond to where an internal 

leak is noted.  This will often be as a result of an 

inappropriate material used (e.g. hard cementitious 

mortar or render) that cannot expand or contract at the 

same rate as the historic building materials behind or 

surrounding it. 

• Water repeatedly falling down a surface will cause ugly 

staining. 

 

Water damage to the timber cill of a door. 

 

2.4 Vegetation Growth 

• Trees and plants can grow where even a small amount 

of dirt and water is left to accumulate. 

• These plants can quickly grow and entirely block a 

gutter.  Water then cannot go anywhere except into the 

building or down its face, causing damage. 

 

Ivy growth blocking the gutter and preventing the vital maintenance of the 

carved timberwork 

• The roots of larger plants will push open existing joints, 

allowing water to penetrate into the fabric. 

 

Moss growth on the roof of the adjacent building – not a problem in small 

quantities, but it may eventually cause water to seep through the slates and in 

this instance it has completely blocked the gutter.  For tiled roofs, moss may 

degrade the surface, lessening its lifespan. 

 

2.5 General Cluttering 

• A ‘cluttered’ building is an untidy one, and in itself looks 

unattractive, but the effect quickly escalates as less 

pride is felt about the appearance of the building. 

• Cluttering obscures or detracts from building features. 

• Cluttering makes maintenance difficult. 

• Buildings are often ‘cluttered’ by: 

� Additional signs 

� Surface-fixed wiring 

� Light fittings, burglar alarms etc, particularly when 

redundant. 

� Bird control measures. 

� Old brackets etc. 

� Extract vents, aerials, satellite dishes – all may be 

necessary, but they are too often poorly positioned. 

 

 

Loose cables, not only making the cornice look untidy but have presumably 

led to the timberwork behind being left undecorated, potentially causing 

decay. 
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Façade cluttered with electrical (?) and alarm boxes, with loose wires hanging 

between the 2 buildings.  The 5 black boxes should be rationalised into 1 unit 

or at least neatly aligned. 

 

2.6 Failing Paintwork 

• Failing paintwork fundamentally looks scruffy and 

unattractive. 

• It can have a bad effect on the perception of the street 

as a whole. 

• It can lead to the rapid deterioration of the building 

fabric behind and unnecessary repairs or replacement. 

 

 

 

Both images show heavily faded paintwork which makes the buildings appear 

uncared for and has a detrimental effect on the streetscape as a whole.  The 

architectural details are also harder to make out.  The first photograph shows 

that long term lack of redecoration leads to timber decay and a much higher 

degree of necessary repairs. 

 

2.7 Failing Render 

• Again, failing render looks unattractive. 

• It causes water to be trapped behind, causing damage 

to the bricks etc and/or damp internally. 

• Failure will generally be as a result of hard / cement 

render having been used. 

 

2.8 The Legacy of Old Subsidence Problems  

• When the buildings were substantially altered or rebuilt 

as a result of the 19
th
 and 20

th
 century subsidence, they 

were generally erected to stand independently of their 

neighbours to allow for further ‘jacking-up’ if needed. 

• In many instances there is a very small gap between 

the buildings that is too small to access. 

• There appears to be problems with these side walls 

where maintenance is not possible – e.g. failing render, 

rotting timber, abandoned wiring / pipes etc. 

• Despite the filling of old voids under the town, there has 

been some subsequent settling (although thought to 

have stopped now).  There are signs of relatively recent 

movement, for instance to the brick infill panels of the 

timber framing. 

 

2.9 Vacant or Underused Buildings 

• Long-term vacancy leads to poor maintenance as 

building owners are not receiving an income for the 

building and therefore want to minimise expenditure. 

• A profusion of ‘To-Let’ signs leaves the town feeling 

run-down and may damage investment prospects. 

• There have been instances where empty buildings have 

been a target for vandalism and arson. 

  

The visual impact of vacant buildings – large, obtrusive ‘to-let’ signs and 

metal grilles over the windows. 

 

2.10 Pigeon Nuisance 

• Droppings leaving stains on walls, architectural features 

and pavements.  This has a negative impact on the 

appearance of the town. 

• Droppings can make pavements slippery. 
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• Feathers, droppings and dead birds blocking rainwater 

goods and guttering, leading to a variety of related 

problems. 

• Nests and droppings can act as a breeding ground for 

bacteria and insects posing a health risk people who 

come into contact with them.  The birds themselves can 

also carry disease. 

• Bird droppings are acidic and can cause long term 

deterioration, in particular to stonework and metal.  

When they react with water it can produce a mould 

which can attack masonry. 

• There is a potential allergy risk to humans which can 

cause breathing and skin problems. 

• Prevention measures are generally an unsightly 

addition to buildings. 

  

(Left) spikes on top of a light fitting; (right) build-up of droppings on a fascia 

sign ledge. 

   

Large expanses of spikes on every possible ledge – the cornice, cill, hanging 

sign and alarm box have all been covered. 

 

Pigeon netting detracting from attractive plaster features (sadly lost in a 

recent fire) 

 

 

3. Benefits of Good Maintenance 

• Good, regular maintenance will save money in medium 

and long-term, as most traditional materials will last for 

50 or even 100 years plus if kept up to a good standard. 

• A well-kept building will give a positive impression to a 

visitor or shopper about the care of the owners and will 

help give a perception of quality, therefore potentially 

improving business. 

 

4. Maintenance & Repair Guide 

4.1 Roofing 

• The vast majority of buildings in Northwich have, or will 

have originally have had, Welsh slate roofs.  This is an 

important characteristic of the town centre.  All existing 

slated roofs must only therefore be reroofed using 

Welsh slate. 

• Imported slates should not be used – they have a 

different colour and texture and are almost always of 

inferior quality, making future breakages more likely. 

• The gauge of slating is the distance between each one 

going up the slope.  Often, in historic buildings the 

gauge gets less going up the slope (with also the width 

of slates getting narrower too).  This is a characteristic 

that should be retained if currently present when re-

roofing. 

• When relaying or replacing the covering to entire 

slopes, consideration should be given to laying the 

slates on breathable roofing felt.  This will decrease the 

chance of water getting into the building if a slate fails, 

without increasing the likelihood of internal 

condensation. 

• During large-scale reroofing, consideration should be 

given to continuing the roof over the very small, 

inaccessible gaps between the buildings, so as to 

minimise water penetration. 

 

4.2 Rainwater goods. 

• All rainwater goods should be of painted metal, 

preferably cast iron, but in some circumstances good 

quality painted aluminium resembling traditional 

rainwater goods may be acceptable.  Both are 

considerable more durable than plastic (meaning they 

are much less likely to be damaged but ladders, 

vandalism etc) and are appropriate to the special 

character of the conservation area. 
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• All rainwater goods should be checked and if necessary 

cleaned out every 6 months to keep them in good 

order. 

 

The long-term effect of missing, blocked or inadequate rainwater goods. 

• It is suggested that building owners / tenants group 

together and hire a contractor with a cherry-picker for 

the purpose of checking / cleaning gutters – spreading 

the cost and negating the need for ladders 

• If gutters are persistently blocking, consideration should 

be given to widening outlet or down pipes and / or 

installing guards to prevent build-up of debris (e.g. if 

near a large tree). 

• Long lengths of guttering spanning across multiple 

buildings without intermediate downpipes should be 

avoided as ascertaining responsibility for maintenance 

can be problematic. 

 

4.3 Windows 

• On all buildings pre-dating the 1930s, only timber 

windows are acceptable. 

• Buildings post-1930s should have windows to suit their 

original style – predominately timber, but steel are seen 

in a few buildings. 

• Leaded windows are a key feature and must be 

retained. 

• The opening method of the window is also important to 

the building’s character – casement windows designed 

to look like sashes look very odd and inappropriate 

when opened. 

• It is generally difficult to upgrade single-glazed windows 

to double–glazing without affecting their appearance 

(e.g. necessitating the widening of glazing bars).  The 

use of double glazed units with the glazing bars only 

inside the glazing is particularly inappropriate as the 

reflections on the glass makes them look like large 

picture windows. 

• It is therefore suggested that secondary glazing is used 

as a generally satisfactory method of improving thermal 

and acoustic performance. 

 

 

Attractive diamond-patterned leaded lights 

 

• The following is a useful guide on windows on older 

buildings:  

Traditional Windows: their care, repair and upgrading 

by English Heritage -  http://www.english-

heritage.org.uk/publications/traditional-windows-care-

repair-upgrading/traditional-windows.pdf 

 

Leaded glass with coloured decoration  

  

Poor replacements in UPVC – the left-hand example has crude, undersized 

frames; the right-hand photograph depicts the particular problem with 

replicating glazing bars within the void of a double-glazed unit. 

  

Photographs illustrating the impact of the recent replacement of the original 

metal windows – the horizontal emphasis the original windows (critical to the 

Art Deco character of the building) has been entirely lost. 
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4.4 Decoration 

• Expect to redecorate all painted parts of the building at 

least every 5 years, depending on how exposed the 

building is.  At street level building elements will need to 

be painted more often. 

• Windows and Doors - Exterior eggshell paint provides a 

more suitable finish than modern gloss and will be at 

least as durable when correctly applied. 

• Window colours should be carefully chosen to reflect 

the architectural character of the building.  Timber 

framed buildings generally should only have black or 

white windows (depending on their position).  On brick-

built or rendered buildings a wider range is appropriate, 

but the colours should be kept simple to not detract 

from the street scene as a whole.  Old pictures show 

that such buildings were more likely to have had darker 

colours (e.g. green) than the prevalent white seen 

today. 

• Walls - As with any older building, in principle, walls 

should only ever be coated with breathable plasters or 

paints.  Modern paints cause moisture to be trapped 

within the wall, eventually causing damp problems 

and/or deterioration of the building fabric (e.g. timber or 

stone features).  However, where modern finishes 

remain sound and no damp problems are experience a 

like-for-like product can be used. 

• If modern paint to render or brickwork is failing, it 

should be removed using a non-aggressive cleaning 

method and a breathable coating applied. 

• Brick or stone work that has not previously been 

painted should remain uncoated. 

• Painted brick or rendered building should have a simple 

colour scheme of creams, stone/beige and/or light 

greys.  Strong contrasts or colours should not be used 

as it would detract from the building’s features and the 

streetscape as a whole. 

• Black and white colour schemes to timber framed 

buildings should be retained. 

• A good quality wood stain should be used for coating 

timber framed elements in preference to gloss paint as 

this will provide a more durable finish.  However, over-

coating where modern paints have already been 

applied is problematic and therefore the use of trial 

sample areas is recommended before deciding on a 

final product.  The advice of a good supplier should be 

sought. 

• All colour schemes should be consistent across a whole 

building and used to enhance its features. 

• Old signs painted on walls should be retained. 

  

Old signage which is part of the historic character of the area and should be 

retained 

 

Paint with a more matt finish helps to enhance existing features – e.g. carved 

timberwork 

  

The effect of a dramatic change of colour scheme – the right-hand image 

shows the successful re-unification of the 2 parts of the building, but the grey 

colour chosen does not have historic precedent and therefore appears 

incongruous in the town. 

 

  

Failure of unsuitable modern paints 

 

4.5 Render Repair and Pointing 

• All new render or repointing to buildings predating 

around 1950, should be undertaken using a lime-sand 

mix without cement or other additives.  A typical mix 

could be 3 parts sand to 1 part NHL3.5 hydraulic lime.  

This is to allow natural movement (without cracking) 

and will help any moisture escape outwards from the 

building.  Work should be undertaken by builders with 

good experience in using lime mortars.  Mortar 

colorants should not be used – instead an appropriate 

colour should be achieved by selecting different sands. 
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• Failing mortar or render should be removed carefully by 

hand tools, without mechanical means such as grinders 

or ‘whizzers’. 

• Render is best avoided on chimneys and other difficult 

to access areas.  When access is available, failing high 

level render should be removed and the brickwork 

repointed in lime. 

 

Failing hard render on a chimney 

 

4.6 Masonry repairs 

• Before undertaking repairs, the cause of a problem 

should be identified.  In many instances, movement 

would be historic and no longer an issue, however, 

there may be instances when structural movement is 

still occurring and needs to be addressed before 

remedial works are carried out elsewhere.  In these 

cases a structural engineer with experience in dealing 

with similar buildings (e.g. timber frame) should be 

appointed.  The local authority’s conservation officer 

should also be advised as they may be of assistance in 

providing information. 

• Where possible original bricks should be re-used in any 

re-building work, if not, replacement bricks should 

match in terms of colour, texture and size.  Mortar used 

(in older buildings) should be as described above. 

 

 

4.7 Gaps between buildings  

• Subject to access, consideration should be given to 

improving the appearance of gaps between buildings 

and their impact on the condition of the fabric of the 

affected buildings. 

• Pipes within the gaps should be removed if possible 

and new services / pipes only installed where 

accessible. 

  

(Left) Failing hard render to a building elevation made inaccessible due to the 

size of the gap – internal damp ingress is likely; (right) an inaccessible pipe. 

 

• Consider extending roofs over the gaps to prevent 

water ingress into buildings where the walls are in poor 

condition. 

• Mesh may be needed to prevent litter build-up of 

access to birds / vermin, but its appearance should be 

carefully considered. 

• Barbed wire must be avoided. 

• The installation of air-conditioning or large extract units 

should be avoided where they are clearly visible from 

the main frontages. 

 

 

A highly obtrusive extract duct and unattractive barbed wire. 

  

(Left) General cluttering; (right) an obtrusive grille – if it is necessary it may be 

less obvious if recessed slightly into the gap instead of fixed onto the building 

frontage. 
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5. Management Guide 

5.1 Decluttering 

• This is one of the cheapest and most effective ways of 

improving the appearance of a building. 

 

 

The positive effects of simple decluttering and maintenance– image shown 

with redundant fixtures and fittings removed, the torn netting taken down, 

gutters cleaned out, the hanging sign repaired and reused and general 

redecoration. 

• Think about old wiring, alarm boxes etc that are no 

longer needed and remove them.   

• Unless they can be very discretely surface-fixed, all 

wires should be routed internally. 

 

5.2 Control of Pigeon Nuisance 

• The first priority is to remove food sources for the 

pigeons.  This will reduce breeding rates and 

discourage further migration of birds to an area.  This 

can be achieved by controlling the storage of waste (i.e. 

ensuring it does not spill out onto pavements) and 

discouraging people from feeding birds. 

• The use of decoys should be considered collectively 

amongst building owners – models of birds of prey are 

used to scare off the birds – this is reportedly effective 

as long as the models are regularly moved. 

• Sonic devices can be used which emit a high pitched 

noise and deter birds from the area around a building. 

Advice would be needed as to which device / frequency 

would work best for pigeons.   The disadvantages are 

that this option is relatively expensive and that is would 

only work over a limited area, possible resulting in the 

birds instead perching on neighbouring buildings.  It 

may, however work for more ornate buildings with 

numerous perches where physical measures outlined 

below would be visually detrimental. 

• The flying of birds of prey is thought to be a very 

effective way of dealing with nuisance birds as it quickly 

deters them from returning to the area.  The 

disadvantages are that visits must be repeated 

regularly and it would inevitably involve the death of 

some of the pigeons. 

• Sprung wires are the best way of physically prevent 

birds perching.  The arrangement consists of stainless 

steel wire mounted on thin stainless steel brackets via 

short springs.  These are placed a few inches above 

ledges at an appropriate height to interfere with landing 

and take-off by the pigeons.  This works well on long 

narrow ledges and is relatively unobtrusive, easily 

removed and replaced for maintenance work, and has a 

life of at least ten years. 

• Spikes should generally be avoided as they are more 

visually intrusive, dangerous to maintenance personnel, 

and cause litter / debris to build up.  Spikes can be of 

stainless steel or plastic – only stainless steel should be 

used as these are finer and less obvious.  Spikes 

should only be used where absolutely necessary and 

where wires are not possible.   

• Netting is also to be avoided due to its visual 

intrusiveness – to keep pigeons out a thick grade is 

needed.  In limited circumstances it may prove less 

intrusive than covering a very ornate building with 

spikes, but netting should only used as a last resort.  

The netting may require a large number of fixings 

(which should be stainless steel) and will need regular 

maintenance and possible replacement after only 5 

years.  It is important that netting can be readily re-fixed 

so as to not discourage façade maintenance / 

decoration. 

 

5.3 Alarm boxes 

• Should not obscure features, must be installed on a 

plain area of wall and should be as discreet as possible. 

 

5.4 Aerials, Satellite Dishes and Extracts 

• Their position should be carefully considered to 

minimise visual impact. 

• The appearance of the unit to be installed should be 

carefully considered. 

• They should be easily removable when no longer 

required and the building fabric reinstated. 
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• Planning applications for change of use should include 

information on such necessary additions. 

 

5.5 Vacant or Underused Buildings 

• Should be left in a secure condition but should not 

immediately look unoccupied – for example boarding up 

over doors and windows is not generally appropriate. 

• Any additional security should be inside glazing and / or 

painted to match the shop front. 

•  Whitewashing windows or allowing posters to be 

displayed should be avoided. 

• Encouragement should be given to the use of empty 

shop fronts for other displays benefiting the community 

– e.g. by local artists. 

 

5.6 Reinstatement of Lost Original Features 

• Should be encouraged where there is good evidence of 

the original appearance and when work can be 

undertaken with suitable high quality materials an 

workmanship.  It is particularly valuable when there are 

groups of similar buildings.  Examples can be found at 

the end of this document. 

 

 

6. General Recommendations 

• Building owners should be encouraged to set aside an 

annual budget for routine maintenance.  If kept up-to-

date, this will have a considerable impact on reducing 

future repair costs. 

• Roofs, roof voids and high level masonry should be 

inspected twice a year or after unusual weather. 

• If owners join-forces with maintenance tasks the 

individual costs will be reduced significantly.  This could 

be achieved by: 

� Sharing the cost of a day’s cherry-picker hire 

(probably the best way of checking and clearing 

gutters) 

� Carrying out decoration work as a building group, not 

just an individual unit – contractor’s overhead costs 

likely to be less and work more efficient. 

� Dealing with problems such as pigeons or vandalism 

collectively, making reoccurrence less likely. 

� Building owners producing and managing a list of 

local workmen and suppliers that have achieved 

good standards.  This produces a convenient 

resource but also a good incentive for local 

companies to undertake good work at a reasonable 

cost, on the basis that they are likely to get repeat 

work. 

• The Local Authority should implement Article 4 

Directions to restrict and clarify what changes can be 

undertaken without consent where it is proven that 

alterations are frequent and are damaging to the 

character of the Conservation Area.  This could include 

windows, doors, colour schemes and roof coverings. 

• Consideration is given to restricting the use of or 

appearance of ‘To-Let’ signs, again through Article 4 

directions.   

• The Local Authority should designate the town centre 

as ‘area of special control for advertisements’ to protect 

its appearance and special interest.  English Heritage 

state that: ‘Every local planning authority is obliged to 

consider whether any part of their area should be an 

area of special control for advertisements because of 

the need to protect amenity…  Any such designation 

has to be approved by the Secretary of State for 

Communities and Local Government.  The effect is to 

limit some of the categories of advertisement that 

benefit from deemed consent... Before formally 

proposing an Area of Special Control the authority is 

expected to consult local trade and amenity 

organisations about the proposal’.  

 

 

7. Promoting Sustainability 

7.1 Sustainable Technologies 

• It is probable that most ‘sustainable technologies’ such 

as photovoltaic panels and turbines are not likely to be 

appropriate within the town centre due to the visual 

sensitivities of the conservation area and also the 

restrictions on space.   

• However, if it can be demonstrated that such 

installation would have no negative visual effect (e.g. on 

a hidden roof slope), their use should be encouraged, 

but only where consultation is had with the local 

authority’s planning and conservation departments. 

 

7.2 Rainwater harvesting 

• Rainwater harvesting is a good way of reducing water 

usage as rainwater is diverted from going down the 

drain into a storage tank and then it can be used for 

flushing toilets. 

• Rainwater harvesting is to be encouraged where it is 

practical.  The necessary adaption of rainwater goods 

should not be prominent, however, and some loss of 

internal space is likely. 

 

7.3 Other Methods of Reducing Energy Consumption 

• Particularly when buildings have heated upper floors, 

the most cost effective means of decreasing energy use 

is to insulate the loft space.  The simplest way of 

achieving the currently advised standard is to use 

270mm (11’’) depth of mineral fibre ‘roll’ insulation laid 

over the ceiling joists.  When the loft space is used for 
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storage or is occupied, slab insulation can be used 

(approx. 100mm depth / 4”) either horizontally or on and 

between the roof rafters. 

• Other means include: 

� Keeping shop doors closed in winter months. 

� Using natural ventilation instead of air-conditioning. 

� Draught-proofing windows 

� Installing secondary glazing or double glazing where 

the building is modern and / or it can be achieved 

without changing the appearance of the window. 

� Replacing light fittings with low-energy alternatives 

(e.g. LEDs) 

 

8. When Consent May be Needed: 

• Consent from the Local Authority may be needed in 

circumstances including the following: 

• When the building is listed and changes are proposed 

to the building either externally or internally 

• When the building is listed and repair works are not 

strictly on a like-for-like basis (for example a different 

type of roofing slate is being used).  You should not 

need planning permission if you are fitting windows 

which are identical, like-with-like replacements. 

However, if the new windows or other elements differ in 

appearance or size to those you are replacing (for 

instance, different glazing patterns) you may need to 

apply for planning permission. 

• For non-domestic buildings, permission required when 

a change materially affects the appearance of the 

building 

• All structural work or demolitions require building 

regulations consent. 
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Extract fans removed from windows 

‘To Let’ sign removed 

Advertising ‘A’ boards removed 

Panelled stallriser installed 

Posters removed from shop window.  Glazing 

area broken up with mullions. 

Sign simplified and replaced in painted timber 

Missing sign reinstated in simple painted timber 

Missing window features reinstated.   

Casement windows reinstated as sliding sashes.  

Colour schemes unified to windows.   

Generally: 

 

De-cluttering: 

Horizontal pipes removed. 

Pigeon spikes removed. 

Failing paint repaired.   

Cills replaces to original form and brackets 

reinstated where missing. 
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2014 and historic photographs sourced from Cheshire Image 

Bank. 

Plywood panels removed and glazing reinstated to create new 

attractive shop display. 

Lost projecting oriel window reinstated (exact design unknown) 

Lost decorative plastered panels reinstated 

Remnants of failing modern paint removed and timber stained with an 

appropriate product. 

Infill panels redecorated. 

Over-sized shop sign removed together with plywood panel above.  

Signs incorporated into / behind glazing as original detail 

Spandrel details reinstated to corners of glazing 

Large areas of glazing sub-divided with mullions.  Timberwork stained 

black to match character of building 

Window display simplified 

Brick or stone plinth / stallriser 
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